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Nestled in
at Sunday River

A modern home is a launching pad
for one family’s winter lifestyle
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Modern on the
Mountain
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Shaker sensibilities expressed in twenty-first-century
materials at Sunday River
by Rebecca Falzano // Photography Trent Bell // Styling Janice Dunwoody

This family ski house near Sunday River (opening spread) features two-story volumes and massive amounts of glass—
every inch of it open, modern, and linear.
The house’s open floor plan and linear style called for an interior design that would not compete with the lines of the
house and the views beyond. For the living room (above) and family room, the homeowners worked with Barbara Gisel
and Marjo van Gelderen of Barbara Gisel Design, who had designed the interiors of their home in Pennsylvania. Here,
the room proportions required custom rugs and furnishings. “We asked them to work within a very limited set of design
parameters: there are only three colors in the house—white, gray, and garnet—and I wanted to keep all the color on the
floor,” explains homeowner Leslie Jones. Playing off a painting of a New England meadow by Margaret Gerding above the
fireplace, the designers made a large white living room warm and cozy. They also incorporated the homeowners’ desire to
use Maine-based craftspeople and furniture makers whenever possible.
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“Good architecture is one with its
environment and local culture, not an
imported style imposed upon it.”

f there is an outdoor activity Leslie
Jones and Ian Kirschemann haven’t
tried, it’s because it hasn’t been
invented yet. The couple will joke that
they built their house in Newry because
they needed a place to store all their gear—
“just a few bedrooms attached to a large sports
storage space,” they say with a grin. If this were
true, it wouldn’t be all that surprising. The
two are skiers, hikers, backpackers, kayakers,
snowshoers, snowmobilers, fly fishers—the
list goes on and is growing (they tried dog
sledding last year). This is a couple who is
in their element in the elements. Give them
snow, wind, ice, and cold—they’ll do just about
anything in any weather, as long as it’s outside.
But for Jones and Kirschemann, who have
been coming to Sunday River for 20 years, the
mountain is more than just a playground. “We
were first attracted by the resort’s ability to
manage snow conditions in the unpredictable
East Coast weather, but immediately fell in
love with the casual, outdoor lifestyle across
all seasons,” says Jones. Within a couple of
years, they had purchased a townhouse on the
mountain. The couple’s jobs require a great
deal of travel, so Sunday River became the
emotional center of their family life. They made
every Christmas a white one by celebrating in
Maine. When their daughter got married, the
wedding was at Sunday River; that’s where
they’d always gotten together as a family. They
took their guests hiking on the Appalachian
Trail, cruised the mountains on ATVs, and went
fly-fishing and golfing. The out-of-towners—
mostly from the Midwest and the South—were
stunned by the beauty of the Maine mountains,
and Jones and Kirschemann were thrilled to
share it with them.
While the couple’s townhouse offered convenient ski-in/ski-out access, they longed for a
quieter, more private experience—a property
where the only sound was that of the wind
in the trees. Then one day they drove up the
barely cut main road at Mount Will. There they
found the peace and quiet they were seeking.
“Actually, the site found us,” says Jones. “We
selected it because it has lovely views but is
also tucked away.”
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Waking up in the master bedroom (opposite) is
waking up to the mountain. Rather than a large
master suite, the homeowners combined two
average-sized bedrooms around a central bath
and closet.
The kitchen (left) features raven Caesarstone
countertops and quartersawn maple cabinets, as
well as recycled-aluminum tile for the backsplash.
Connecting three floors, the stainless-steel freestanding staircase with cable rails and cherry
treads and handrails (above) was a feat of
structural engineering by builder Bruce Lilly of
Clearwater Builders.

Jones and Kirschemann describe their style as simple, spare,
and linear. At their home in Pennsylvania, they collect museumquality American Federal furniture. Here, near the Sabbathday
Lake Shaker Community, they wanted to evoke a Shaker aesthetic
with modern materials. Federal and Shaker styles both share the
couple’s preferred design principles, though the former tends
toward formal elegance while the latter makes room for elements
of local culture. “Look around New England mountain villages,”
says Jones. “They aren’t filled with houses that look like they would
fit in at Aspen. Good architecture is one with its environment and
local culture, not an imported style imposed upon it.”
To make sure their house would reflect the vernacular of the
region, Jones and Kirschemann searched for a local team. When
you live in Philadelphia and Chicago, travel extensively for business,
and are building a house on a mountain in Maine, you need to
trust the taste of the people you are hiring, and Bruce Lilly of
Clearwater Builders in Bethel had a reputation as the pre-eminent

builder of luxury homes in the area. The couple clicked with him
immediately. “He listened so carefully to what we wanted and then
made recommendations that were devoid of a personal agenda,”
explains Jones. “We made a lot of the structural decisions based
on asking him, ‘What would you do if this was your own house?’
He and his construction lead, Eric List, had an almost sixth sense
of what would fit with our vision and what would not.”
That included the right architect. For the design, Lilly
recommended Portland architect Matthew Winch, who had done
both residential and commercial projects, including work for the
Maine Huts and Trails system. Winch understood the mountain
locale well and immediately grasped their vision. Most important,
instead of being taken aback when they described their Shakermeets-Ray-Kappe aesthetic, Winch was energized. “It’s probably
not the traditional choice for a mountain home in Maine,” admits
Jones, “but we especially appreciated the amount of time he
spent understanding exactly how we wanted to live in the space.”

Prominently featured throughout the house, black-and-white
photographic studies by Jerry DeWaters of the nearby Sabbathday Lake
Shaker community (above) served as a visual reference for the home’s
design. Fir ceiling beams complemented by a Thos. Moser dining set
create a harmonious balance in the dining room.
Each of the major baths in the house (left) features a two-person Jacuzzi
tub set against a wall of glass. The windows drop down below the tub so
the windowsill is not visible, opening up the views outside. “You feel like
you’re floating up here,” says Jones.
A double-sided fireplace between the living and family rooms (opposite)
is made out of stone from Deer Isle Granite Company. “The color of the
granite, the uniqueness of texture—I love working with it,” says architect
Matthew Winch.

Bright Ideas
Site preservation
Passive solar heating
Low-e glazing
Trees provide natural shading
Large roof overhangs and MechoSystems roller shades provide
sun shading
3 1/2” closed-cell spray foam insulation on the exterior walls (thicker
at the roof)
Geothermal system for heating and cooling
Radiant heating
Supplemental heat provided through an air-handling system with
energy recovery
Building materials (exterior cedar, interior and exterior stone) locally
sourced and milled

“Create the perfect mood
in every room with Lutron
RadioRA2 Controls. See
us for details.”
-Ron, Lighting Designer
Winch approached his architectural design with one major question in
mind: What kind of house would the Shakers build if they were to use modern
materials? The aesthetic would have to be designed into the house from the
beginning, an inherent piece of it, rather than applied after the fact like a trim.
All the bedrooms are designed to be the same size, all the baths use the same
fit-out, all the cabinets are identical. “I don’t subscribe to the idea of trying to
design something to look old. I’d rather take those classic values and try to
interpret them in a modern way,” explains Winch. With a design centered on
simplicity and functionality from the start, the floor plan contains private spaces
connected in an open layout; for example, when guests are watching a movie in
the family room, they can carry on a conversation with someone in the kitchen
or on the other side of the fireplace in the living room. “We wanted it to live like
a small house when just Ian and I are there, but expand when we have family
staying with us,” says Jones.
The resulting design features two-story volumes and massive amounts of
glass—every inch open, modern, linear. Exposed steel beams with cherry inlays
tell the structural story of the house and are a modern expression of the Shaker
values of “form follows function” and simple details. “With so much exposed steel,
beams, openness, and a lack of any shear walls to speak of because of all the
glass,” says Winch, “there were definitely some head-scratching moments with
the structural engineer.” Throughout the house, hard, square angles dominate;
the intent was for a “very crisp feel.”
The homeowners dubbed the house Birch Barn in honor of the natural
woodlands on the 15-acre property. To harmonize the surrounding environment,
Winch designed for ample wood on the inside, with visible knots and imperfections
revealing the material’s inherent beauty. “We wanted the materials to assert
themselves for what they are,” says Jones, “for the house to be an expression of
its location.” Since the natural surroundings are an important theme throughout
the design, preserving the site and minimizing forest clearing were of paramount
importance to Jones and Kirschemann. “We wanted to feel that we were in the
living woods, not atop a clear-cut area.” Keeping as many trees as possible (not
to mention planting an additional 50) made construction more challenging, but
it paid off aesthetically as well as environmentally. The result is that the house
disappears into the landscape, almost hidden from view.
As the house’s exterior blends into its setting, from inside all eyes are on the
mountain. In the distance, it looms large and beautiful, a constant reminder of
the snowy peak where families go to play. MH+D
For more information, see Resources on page 94.
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